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Transcript of Written Records 

 

This document is a transcript of the flip charts produced during the meeting and is 
intended as an aide memoir for participants.  The points here are reproduced as they 

were recorded by the facilitators, with the following exceptions: 

 

� Paragraphs in bold italics are written by the facilitators to describe the 
meeting process and aid recall of the context in which the participants’ 

contributions were made. 

 
� Words or phrases in [square brackets] have been added by the facilitators 

where the original meaning is unclear but can be deduced. 

 

� Spellings have been standardised, abbreviations spelled out and punctuation 
inserted where it may help to clarify meaning. 
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1. Context for the Workshops 
 

Shell U.K. Limited, acting on behalf of itself and Esso Exploration and 

Production UK Limited, held two focused stakeholder dialogue sessions in 

November 2007 as part of the companies’ engagement on the 
decommissioning of the Brent oil and gas production facilities; one on 

 27 November 2007 in Aberdeen, and one on 29 November 2007 in London.   

These sessions form part of the Brent facilities decommissioning studies, 
which are being developed with a view to submission to the Department for 

Business Enterprise and Regulatory Reform (BERR). 
 
The above workshops were focused sessions, both concentrating on the 

storage cells at the base of the three concrete gravity-base structures (GBS) 
on the Brent field.  The impetus for this type of workshop was a response to 

the stakeholder feedback that future engagement focused on topics and 

issues of particular significance or technical challenge would be particularly 
appreciated.  These workshops were held at two separate locations and had 

an identical agenda.  The purpose of organising the events in this way was to 

enable a wider attendance by stakeholders. 

 
The meetings were designed and facilitated on behalf of the companies by an 

independent team from The Environment Council, which has particular 

expertise in facilitating stakeholder engagement events.  This transcript 
report, produced by The Environment Council, forms a combined meeting 

record for the Aberdeen and London workshops. 

 
 

2. Attendees 

 
For a list of attendees at the November 2007 Aberdeen and London 

workshops please see appendix 1.  Attendees were sent some briefing 

information on Gravity Based Structure (GBS) Storage Cells in advance of the 
workshops and this can be found at appendix 2. 

 

3. Introduction 
 

The following aims, agenda and working agreements for the workshops were 
introduced by the facilitators and accepted by the participants at both the 

Aberdeen and London meetings.  These are set out below: 
 

3.1 Aims 

 

� To share information on the work done to date with gravity base structure storage 

cells. 

� To understand and record any thoughts, issues or concerns about the overall 

project. 

� To understand the criteria stakeholders feel are important for sampling the 

contents of the cells, in order for Shell to propose a method for dealing with them. 
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3.2 Agenda  

 
Morning session 

� Welcome and getting started 
� Aims, agenda, working agreements 

� Presentations: 

� Principles; scope and status of project and engagement feedback 

� Gravity base structure storage cells 

� Cell sampling needs and expectations – group work 
 

Afternoon session 

� Plenary feedback – needs and expectations. 

� Developing criteria for sampling contents of cells – group work. 

� Clarifying, grouping and discussion on relative importance of criteria – group 
work. 

� Plenary feedback – criteria. 

� Memory wall review. 

� Next steps and way forward. 

� Evaluation. 

 

3.3 Working Agreements 

 

� Mobiles/bleepers off 

� Non-attribution 

� Keep to agreed times 

� Responsibility for the record 

 

4. Shell Presentation 

A presentation was made by Paul Smy, Project Manager, Brent 

Decommissioning Studies.  This covered the background to the 

decommissioning project, the context for the stakeholder workshops and 
further information on gravity base structure storage cells.  The presentation 

can be found at appendix 3. 

 
An opportunity for questions of clarification followed each section of the 

presentation at the workshops.  These questions and answers are transcribed 
below: 

 

 
4.1 Presentation Question and Answer, Aberdeen 
 

• Were there any records of what has gone into cells? 

o Some, but not confident complete, – e.g. if paint sandblasted then probably not 

included. 

• How could paint/chemicals have got in. 

o Drain system, discharged through pipework through cell. 
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• Could paint/chemicals have been in any cell – unlikely, there would have been a 

specific refuse cell.  But if four cell system used may have dispersed differently due 
to varying length of pipework feeding in.   

• How [are] cells connected? 

o Tanks not connected together.   

• Can you make a presumption that all cells have same composition? 

o Not sure, may be affected by segregation of materials/use of chemicals at any 

one time. 

o May be affected by different operations at different times. 

• Are the tanks lined? 

o No straight to concrete. 

• Structural integrity? 

o Integrity monitored continuously.  Repairs have been undertaken over years 

and managed with pressure.   

• How high is the lowest take off of ballast water? 

o About 1 metre. 

o Issues of ‘coning’. 

• Any evidence of ‘norm’ (normally radioactive materials)? 

o Is likely to be some. 

• Any less invasive techniques explored? 

o Radar techniques explored, but probable lack of detail from this option.   

 

 

4.2 Presentation Question and Answer, London 

 

• Ekofisk experience: difficult because of construction materials at the bottom – 

what is know about Brent? 

o Unknown, but there is pipework.  Need to know whether flat solid concrete at 

the bottom. 

o 0.5m - 2m depth of sediment on Ekofisk. 

• Finding archive data a struggle but have gone back to original designers.  Done as 

much as can to establish. 

• Crude is a “lightish oil” – marker crude oil. 

• Access, outlet pipe at the bottom of cells – is that a route. 

o Ballast pipework was filled with grout so unavailable. 

• Why do you have to stop the PIG [pipeline tool] at top of cell? 

o A possibility to explore – e.g. together system. 

o PIG [pipeline tool] fits quite snuggly in pipe so potential difficulty pulling back 
through the pipe. 

 

 

 

5. Session One Group Work: Needs and expectation of  
Cell Sampling 

 
The participants were divided into small groups of mixed sectors of interest 

by the facilitation team.  The structure of the session was intended to enable 
a range of views to be shared and to allow a greater opportunity for 
contributions to be made.  The purpose of the session was to explore the 

participants’ views on their needs and expectations from cell sampling.   
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The following prompting questions were posed by the group facilitators 

during the session: 
 

� Why do we need to sample the cells? 
� What does successful sampling look like? 

� How many samples are appropriate? 

 
The record of comments from each group is transcribed below: 

 

 

5.1 Needs and Expectations of Cell Sampling: Apple Green Group, 
Aberdeen 

 

 
Why do we need to sample the cells? 

 

• Before anything, need baseline environmental data. 

• Also need basic hydrography studies. 

• Can’t do environmental risk assessment without baseline data  

o In relation to acute discharge regimes e.g. oil spill. 

o Long-term effects. 

• Working in internal environment places a lot of stress on workers and external 

method is very hazardous. 

• Inherent risks too high. 

o Preference to move entire structure to onshore location. 

o What if we can’t? 

• Need to sample as need to know contents of cell. 

o A lot of the work for removal of contents being done. 

• Need to ask: what are the drivers for sampling? 

o Environmental. 

o Reputation. 

o Knowing what you’re dealing with. 

o Knowing whether structures can be re-floated. 

o Justification for derogation? 

o Planning waste treatments. 

• Aren’t there more on-invasive techniques? 

o For some things, need to go inside cells, for environmental assessment. 

• Have all the alternative options been explored.  Technology should exist for 

technologies that don’t require human intervention. 
 

 

What does successful sampling look like? 
 

• Would provide information on: 

o Chemical composition. 

o Physical properties. 

o Biological–chemical compounds that biologically active present more of a 

challenge to deal with. 

• Information needs to be representative of cell contents. 

• Data would be able to show who/what is responsible for a particular change i.e. 

discharge. 

• Quantities – and distribution of contaminants within each cell:  Contributes to 

weight distribution calculations (re-float scenario). 
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• Depth of sediment. 

• Social and environmental aspects. 

• Is it better to do one large sample or many small ones? 

• Would all samples be done at same time or spread over time. 

o Composition could change over time. 

o Some of cells will be isolated. 

o Need estimate of rate of deposition. 

o Has there been computer modelling been done? 
 

 

How many samples are appropriate? 
 

• Difficult to know until sampling has begun. 

• Could be a staged process. 

• Sampling should be done continually during remediation process and options would 

be modified accordingly. 

• Take into account sampling strategy for marine environment. 
 

 
5.2 Needs and Expectations of Cell Sampling: Blue Group, Aberdeen 
 

 

Why do we need to sample the cells? 

 

• Sampling essential – public relations issue. 

o And can’t do risk analysis without. 

• Should explore feasibility despite knowing sampling may fail. 

• Environmental impact is key reason –  

o Seabed and water column pollution, both acute and chronic. 

o On-shore environmental impact. 

o Sensitivity of areas en route to land for removed materials. 

• Characterising contents determines disposal options – may be entirely treatable for 

example. 

• Current environmental monitoring? 

o Does happen but is not consistent over time making data hard to compare. 

o May provide some baseline data, degree of risk of cell contents. 

o A lot of data on drill cuttings impact on seabed creatures.   

 
 
What does successful sampling look like? 

 

• Use of hot tapping in other industries e.g. salvage industry may provide clues. 

• Need to know what has been put in over years – maximise use of records. 

• Could sample extensively (random stratified sample technique) from one cell to 

use as a ‘model’ for understanding 90% of likely contents elsewhere. 

• Ideal is to sample as many cells as possible – system could be devised with access 

via pipework?  That is, a technology that is easily repeatable, physically ‘remote’.   

• Data tags – e.g. seals [could be] Possible technology. 

• Sampling must be safe for humans. 

• Cost effectiveness. 

o Relates to minimum cost to achieve statistically sounds answer. 

• Key challenge is location of cells. 
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• Rate of release of pollutants is a consideration – and sensitivity of local 

environment to them. 

o [A] question for later once contents are understood. 

• Possibly - multiple samples from one cell. 

• Getting deep is key – i.e. sample technique achieving maximum depth. 

o Unsure if more important than a wide/large sample. 
 

 
How many samples are appropriate? 

 

• Statistical significance – use first samples to decide how many more; look at 

methods from contaminated land analysis.  

• Need to recognise that many materials e.g. TBT will occur very infrequently due to 

their physical characteristics. 

• May only be able to sample from one location. 

• Different sample techniques will generate different sample sizes. 

o Hot tapping may give a larger size sample enabling multiple analysis of one 
sample. 

 
 

 

5.3 Needs and Expectations of Cell Sampling: Racing Green Group, 
Aberdeen 

 

 

Why do we need to sample? 
 

Text within a box indicates the key areas that this group highlighted to share 

in their feedback to the rest of the participants. 

 

• Need to know what’s there 

o Long-term risks for marine environment. 

• Assumption is that the Gravity Base Structures (GBS) may stay therefore need to 

sample. 

• But if take onshore, still need to know, in case of catastrophe. 

• If encased with concrete then may not need to sample. 

o But if “nasties” [present] then need to deal with. 

• Estimates of volumes – across the field – thousands of cubic meters. 

• Variables:  May be depth of sediments – topography. 

• Proportions of materials may be different percentages. 

• Unlikely that any particularly difficult “nasties” would have been in one cell.   
 

• Can’t choose right environmental option if don’t know what’s there.  

o Rough volumes, proportions.  What’s there. 
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What does successful sampling look like? 

 

• Enough information to decide:  

o What to do with it (materials/contents) and how to deal with it. 
 

• Pressure equalising may cause leak. 

• Two issues:  Leaving structures in place and leaving sediments in place.   

o Derogation may be about structures rather than contents. 
• In other cases have wanted assurance on ‘clean’ structures. 

• [The] challenge of re-floating [is] enormous.  

• What’s there – constituents and how bound together and therefore how to treat 

specifics for example. 

• Chemical treatment, may introduce more of an issue – quantities. 

• Might be difficult – but like the “space race” for decommissioning. 

• Sampling results lead to informed decision on what/how to remediate – i.e. if 

results not too nasty – leads to option.   
 

• Knowing enough about what is there to make informed decisions on what to do 
(remediation choices). 

 

• Composition and volumes needed and which cells have biggest and smallest – 

range. 

• Be able to scale up samples across all cells. 
 

 
How many samples are appropriate? 

 

• Variation on cells on same structure and across different structures. 
 

o Need to sample all three platforms because [would] deal with at different times 
and likely [to have] differences. 

 

• Enough to extrapolate. 

• One cell in a number of places. 

• Group of four cells. 

o Establishing statistical approach to show enough to extrapolate. 

o If similarities in sampling then can extrapolate. 

• Hazards/challenges. 
 

• Start with statistical approach and aspiration, and show potential risk. 

• Risk to personnel versus sampling completeness.  

o Independent Review Group (IRG) can advise. 
 

• Formulate hypothesis based on existing records and then sampling to 

prove/support this or not. 

• What’s the importance of knowing that in terms of remediation. 
 

• Approval for each platform or all. 

• If could identify any platform that would be ‘worse’ – focus there. 

• Sampling may be different for cell out of commission or still in use. 
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5.4 Needs and Expectations of Cell Sampling: Red Group, Aberdeen 
 

 

Why do we need to sample? 
 

Do we? 

• Yes 

• To mitigate – environmental [and] economic considerations. 
• To inspire stakeholder confidence. 

• But – would you reduce risk by deciding to sample only if you know that you are 

definitely going to remove the cells? 
• If you don’t know the content – then operations have to take a precautionary 

approach.   

• If you are going to postpone dismantling i.e. removal to shore – [it’s a] reason not 

to – (reduction of hazard). 

o NB need to account for concrete integrity. 

 

What does successful sampling look like? 

 
• Look for variables – as many as possible – refer to marine sediment guidelines. 

• OECD, Drill Cuttings guidance (taking account of existing guidance). 

• Full bio-chemical consistency in sampling.   

o And being able to use the information to make a decision.   

• Acoustic sediment monitoring. 

o You need to take a decision on what you want to look for which can then 
influence the sampling itself. 

• Baseline, biological, to identify what kind of biological parameters you need to 
follow up in case of a leak. 

o Using biology to look for effects: use of biomarkers. 

• Avoidance of cross-contamination. 
• Use the model to augment the sampling – and then use the result to augment the 

model. 

• Sampling to identify potential sediment-concrete interaction e.g. areas where 
repairs have been made to the cell structure: presence of bacteria. 

• Make best use of Brent Spar information. 
• A physical sample is necessary. 

 

How many samples are appropriate? 
 

• At least one. 

• 10% minimum for a biological sample.  

• Once hole created, can take as many as you like. 

o 40 per cell – need to go [in] at different depths, covering an area (need to 

know effects of pressure). 

• Repeatability of sample outcomes might then reduce the number of further 
samples you need to take. 
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5.5 Needs and Expectations of Cell Sampling: Blue Group, London 
 
 
Why do we need to sample? 
 

• Yes – if we don’t understand material present and quantities etc – then this 

restricts options for remediation, removal etc. 

• You need to know so that you can pick [the] best option. 

• Should be a regulatory requirement - would be compulsory. 

• Depends whether cells/construction would or could be re-floated. 

• A reputation thing: Shell need to demonstrate knowledge of content to public. 

• You’d have to take the worst-case scenario if you don’t sample. 

• We need to understand whether what is present is toxic: PBT properties. 
 

What does successful sampling look like? 

 
• Analogues could be used, for example, samples from content of pipework residues 

may contain indicators of content of cells. 
• Would draw on other project sampling e.g. Ekofisk and Brent Spar data. 

o Note: You still need a direct sample – the above are additional to this. 

• As many samples as you need to know what’s in the cells and take account of 

variability. 

• Should be safe!  Bottom line. 
• Need to sample spatially and at different depths. 

• If modelling need to be able to identify a representative cell – need to draw on 

information within the organisation. 
• Utilise all the best knowledge available. 

• Sampling over time to validate what has resulted. 
 

How many samples are appropriate? 

 
• May need to do fewer samples if able to draw on modelling from comparable 

project. 

o Need statistical expertise from day one to get sufficient confidence. 

o Need to have assurance that cell content is homogenous. 

o Different depths/uneven deposition will affect compositional structures. 

o Use of cameras?  Use of visual information helps to support this. 
• Remains a level of uncertainty with fewer samples. 

• There is a balance between risk, for example health and safety, of taking samples 
and risk of not gaining enough information through not sampling enough. 

o In some sense – it is not worth safety risk of doing one if you’re not going to 

get enough useable information from it. 
• There is also a wider risk but potential outcome (relating to sampling) that not 

remediating/removing structure etc will impact on others sea users. 

• May need to keep strategy under review – if variability is revealed – may decide to 
sample more – and vice versa if there is homogeneity. 

o Need statistical confidence in the results. 

• Limited sampling based on current knowledge? 

o Then number of samples depends on knowledge from this – whether sampling 
needs to be higher or lower number – [a] two stage process. 
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• If you are removing or not - how does this impact on number of samples? 

o You need to be prepared for unexpected outcome if this is your approach – may 

need to change strategy if sampling does not result in confidence. 
 

 

5.6 Needs and Expectations of Cell Sampling: Red Group, London 
 
Text within a box indicates the key areas that this group highlighted to share 
in their feedback to the rest of the participants. 

 
Why do we need to sample? 

 
 

• Need to know what’s in them to inform the disposal option. 

 

• If going to take it out many not need to sample – could take a worse case scenario 

to know what to do with it. 

• Are there similar cells?  There are but haven’t been decommissioned! 

o Learning opportunity. 

o Ekofisk – sampling learning. 

• Sediment: chemical content/hazard assessment and total volume. 

• Assumption ask for derogation – if to do that need to know what’s there in cells. 

o An “unknown” would be a concern. 

• Need to know what’s in/how to manage contents as part of derogation. 
 

• Quantity and materials. 
 

• Develop scenarios: 

o Worst case. 

o Develop from production records. 
 

• Political element to address – i.e. “leaving toxic material on seafloor.” 

 
 

• “Best endeavours approach.” 

 

• Intrinsic properties of contents and integrity of structures. 

o If left at some point will release. 
� Relatively close to shore. 

� Fishing grounds. 
� Future generations. 

 

What does successful sampling look like? 

 

• Account for risks for divers/peoples and for environment. 

• Look for: 

o Hydrocarbon/heavy metal concentrations – content. 
 

• Sampling to influence decision-making. 
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How many samples are appropriate? 

 

• Representative sample. 
 

• Pick a cell that is representative targeted to give most information - i.e. that has 
been used! 

 

• Would expect groups of cells to be similar – is that right assumption and choose 

accessible set – [the] variable will be volume. 

• Need repeat on each [of the] three platforms. 

• Get as many samples as can while equipment there. 

o Ekofisk: around 25 samples. 
 

• Use Ekofisk variability as a statistical power analysis – 

• More samples – variability across tops.  More samples – but is that necessary – i.e. 

if mercury there then that is the information to choose remediation option.   
 

• Likely the public would want to know the worst-case scenario – e.g. concentration. 

o Need to know distribution. 

o 4-5 samples to model. 
 

• Ekofisk – depths of cones very erratic. 

• Also used acoustics. 

• Quantities – helps build ‘worse-case scenario’. 

• Do we expect sampling on all rigs? 

o Rigs used/operated fairly consistently – may be variables such as different 

chemicals at different times. 

• Providing enough information of being able to say ‘we know what is here!’ 
• Concern if only one sample. 

o But variability. 

o Data from each three structure/rig - in order to prove representative. 

• Balance. 
 

• Sediment in the pipeline, which may stop the PIG [pipeline tool] – but work 

already being done to break that down – this is information that could be 

used/extrapolated from. 
 
• There are other ways to get data. 

o Collect as much data as possible before sampling – to help build the model.   
 

• One cell – try to be successful would that be representative with that set of four on 
platform.  If representative of rest of cells on that platform, then is it 

representative on other platforms. 

 

• Most of discussion on sediment – what about other elements – e.g. water, wax 
layer. 

• Anything that is mobile [is] more easy to sample via inlet/outlet pipes. 
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At the conclusion of the group work, all the participants re-covened together.  

A stakeholder rapporteur from each group highlighted key points from their 
discussions for the benefit of all attendees.  The rapporteur feedback has 

been transcribed and compiled below. 
 

5.7 Plenary Feedback on Needs and Expectations, Aberdeen 
 

• Shell does need to sample. 

o Can’t choose right environmental option without knowing content and volumes. 

• Success equates to knowing enough to make informed choice of options. 

• Number of samples: 

o Need to sample each platform – may be able to rule out some on basis of first 

set of samples. 

• Statistical approach to extrapolate to other cells. 

• Balance statistically significant number [of] samples with risk. 

• Review against data available on what has gone into cells.   

• Need baseline environmental data to inform risk assessment – sample marine 

environment. 

• Reputational issues to be considered. 

• Need to understand biologically active components of cells – very significant for 

environmental pollution. 

• Sampling needs to be continuous. 

• Sampling is needed to inspire stakeholder confidence.  

• Need to account for structural integrity of cells.  

• Look at other relevant guidance e.g. OECD. 

• Sampling to look at structure and chemical consistency. 

o What you look for determines sampling method. 

• Baseline is essential – understanding seabed biodiversity, use of biomarkers. 

• 10% sample of 70 cells – if first few are consistent can review in terms of risk to 
complete full 10% (of number of cells). 

• Uncertainty over reaction at concrete interface. 

• Statistical analysis is best way forward. 

• Repetition of sampling and scientific integrity very important. 

• Analyse area immediately around rig – gives baseline. 

• Successful sampling equates to repeatable (cost effective) and robust. 

• Need to sample full depth of sediment. 

• Use initial sampling to develop a model for large proportion of contents. 

• Common theme: 

• Use sampling to continuously evaluate whether you have enough data to make 

robust decisions. 

• Using both sampling methods may overcome some of limitations and risks. 

• Pumped samples are better than nothing if core samples not possible. 

• How different was Brent Spar sludge versus expected contents? 

o Identified contaminants but not their volumes. 
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5.8 Plenary Feedback on Needs and Expectations, London 
 

• Yes to sampling – if we don’t understand what’s present then restrict options. 

o Need to know in order to select best option. 

o Should be regulatory requirement? 

o A reputational need. 

o Need to take note of worse-case scenario. 

o Need to know toxicity and DBT. 

• Analogues could be used: example of ‘stuck pig’ and using sample. 

o Brent Spar and Ekofisk also provide background data but still need to take 
actual sample. 

o Modelling can be used – could potentially do fewer samples – statistical 
expertise needed. 

• More uncertainty with fewer samples. 

• Balance needed between risk (health and safety) of undertaking sampling and risk 

of not gathering enough information. 

• Need to keep strategy under review based on early sample outcomes – keep it 
dynamic.   

• Sampling strategy is only informed once you know level of variability – if this is 

high you would need to do more. 

o Could draw on existing data to keep sampling minimal initially.   

o Ekofisk could give pointers if data learning and analysis could be shared.   

• Agreed need to know composition and amount in cells. 

• Need to consider safety – important. 

• Sampling influences decision-making – two sides of the same coin. 

• Range of views on numbers of samples. 

o Would one be sufficient? 

o Minimum three samples, minimum three cells? 

• Variability should be addressed by sampling. 

• Public understanding and confidence: important to generate. 

• Collect as much information as possible from every available source. 

• Any extrapolation of sampling to be confined to the rig the sampling originated 

from. 
• Best endeavours – seek optimum, recognising limitations. 

• Important to have input of statistical expertise to understand what minimum 
number would actually supply a valid/informative result. 

o [There] could be a situation where sampling is not worth the health and safety 

risk if a useful sample is not going to be obtained through the effort.   
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A short presentation was then made by Shell UK Limited on the 

decommissioning studies project’s comparative assessment process.  This 
was intended to enable participants to understand how the information 

generated at the stakeholder workshops would be used and to give some 
context to the group work that followed. 

 
 
6. Session Two Group Work: Developing Criteria for Cell 

Sampling 
 

The participants were divided into small groups of mixed sectors of interest 
by the facilitation team. The structure of the session was intended to enable 

a range of views to be shared and to allow a greater opportunity for 

contributions to be made. 

 
Note: The Aberdeen “Apple Green” and “Racing Green” Groups combined for 

this part of the group work since they were each composed of only a small 

number of people. 
 

The purpose of the group work was for participants to develop a list of 

criteria for cell sampling.  The session also sought to gain an understanding 

of the sense of the importance of the criteria generated. 
 

The participants were asked to reflect on their earlier group discussions and 

to put forward their ideas for criteria.  These ideas for criteria were recorded 
on post-it notes, and were displayed and grouped according to theme so that 

there was an opportunity to clarify their meaning.  A discussion was then 
undertaken on the criteria that had been generated to gain a sense of their 
importance.  

 
The criteria generated and the comments made about them by each group 

were recorded and are transcribed below: 
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6.1 Developing Cell Sampling Criteria: Combined Apple Green and Racing Green Groups, Aberdeen 

Absence of clear 

answers 

(can of worms)

Describe chemistry 

and volumes

If many 

unanswered 

questions on 

contents then 

public acceptance 

will be difficult.

Development of 

innovative 

technology

Shell/Exxon Mobil 

have most of the 

structures not 

designed for 

removal.

Making sure best 

technology known 

within and in 

different industries 

- e.g. nuclear.

Impact on 

environment 

compared to 

baseline

Environment

Environmental 

cost 

of getting 

samples.

Waste 

treatment

Economic

Cost 

(monetary) 

versus benefit 

(value/integrity 

of the data)

High probability 

of loss of life = 

boundary 

condition.

Human safety

What is the 

baseline: 

offshore 

safety/'000 hours 

of offshore and 

this work

Safety

- Immediate 

workforce

- Project support 

staff e.g. 

helicopter flights

Direct and 

indirect hours.

Fisherman safety: 

some 

decommissioning 

activites may 

transfer to another 

sector.

Communications:

- Decision-makers, 

optimising 

communications

- between different 

operators

Sampling/ 

mapping also 

gives information 

for viability of 

refloat options.

Information you 

get 

dictates 

remediation 

option and 

remediation 

option dictates 

level of sampling.

Shouldn't close off 

any options from 

sampling - 

bounday 

condition.

More holes = 

more 

risks for a refloat 

option.

Structural 

integrity

Opportunity cost: 

integrity of 

structure but 

potential 

opportunity benefit 

in remdiation via 

holes.

Technical 

practicality

Probability of 

success.

Reproducibility - 

of sampling.

Sampling for 

remediation and 

sampling during 

remediation and at 

end of process.

Representative.

Social
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Developing Cell Sampling Criteria: Combined Apple Green and  
Racing Green Groups, Aberdeen (continued) 
 
Text within a box indicates the key areas that this group highlighted to share 

in their feedback to the rest of the participants. 

 
Sense of Importance 

 

• Environmental impact – transfer to another “environment”. 

• Safety paramount. 

• But environmental impact may be a long-term impact e.g. food web. 

• Shouldn’t have to compare. 

o What trying to achieve and that all factors come to an acceptable level 

� i.e., find another route if unacceptable through diver safety for example. 

• Is there a difference between “acute” and “long-term” impact. 
 

• Reputation – over-riding factor 

o Reputation not a criteria, it is getting the right balance of criteria that affects 
reputation. 

• Level of acceptability on all the criteria before you do “trade offs”. 

o There are boundaries e.g. safety. 
 

 

 

• Outcome equates to ‘presentable option’ – considered, be able to demonstrate 
challenge. 

o Technically robust. 

o Socially robust. 
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6.2 Developing Cell Sampling Criteria: Blue Group, Aberdeen 

Public acceptability:

- Independent 

analysis

- Transparency on 

sample contents and 

methodology

Peer acceptibility:

- Achieveable 

replicability 

(setting standards 

for others to follow)

- Transparent 

methodology

Stakeholder 

acceptibility:

- Inclusion in 

process

- Transparent 

methodology

Maintain integrity of 

structure

Baseline data

- Leachates into 

seabed give 

indication of cell 

contents

Methodology

- Assumptions are 

made clear

Methodology:

- Able to adapt to 

findings from 

sample 

analysis/success of 

sampling

Repeatability of 

technology

Practicality of 

sampling

Volume 

(total volume 

sampled)

Low risk of accident 

e.g. accidental 

leakage

Number of samples

- Random sampling 

technique --> 

consistent data to 

agreed percentage

Minimal risk 

through minimal 

human interaction

- No deaths

Maximising data 

through remote 

sampling

Sampling to give 

estimate of total 

volumes

Data you can trust - 

statistically 

analysable

Cost - what is 

unreasonable 

amount?
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Developing Cell Sampling Criteria: Blue Group, Aberdeen (continued) 
 

Discussion 

 

• If sampling fails, may need to look at isolation of structure. 

• To assess degree of acceptability, need to capture public and stakeholder views. 

o Need engagement (communication strategy). 

o Potential conflict between peer and public acceptability. 

o Stakeholder acceptability may impact on public acceptability and drive the 
agenda. 

 

 
Sense of Importance 

 

• No deaths: Key. 

• (Total) volume of sample and total sludge volume are top criteria. 

• Hard to choose between depth of core sample and breadth – depends a lot on 
contaminants. 

• Transparency of methodology is key – for all stakeholders. 

 
 

The following diagram was produced by a stakeholder as part of the Blue 

Group’s exploratory discussion on sampling criteria. 
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6.3 Developing Cell Sampling Criteria Red Group, Aberdeen 

Analytical methods

for specific purposes

- What are the 

needs for e.g. 

estimating 

environmental risk

- Quantify 

amounts…

Quantification/

qualification

To have enough 

(representative) 

sampling 

material to 

measure on

- less important 

with layering etc

Analytical 

methodology

- Consistency

- Repeatability

- Detection limits 

(applicable?)

Methodology:

Have back-up

[alternative 

methods]

Volume

Fix number of 

samples

Safety

- of sampling 

activities

- of platform staff

- on platform

? Seal in place?

Disaster recovery 

planning

Safety/risk/

benefit

To ensure minimum-

maximum 

requirements (is 

there a proxy?) 

(can triangulation 

methods be 

used?..)

Appropriately 

trained operators

- What if none?

Cost of leaving 

things?  

(Environmental?)

Feasibility of 

actions (while 

there is the 

desire, does the 

expertise exist?)

Timing/weather Order of actions
Cost? 

[economic]

Environmental 

monitoring

- for any 

alternative

Do-ability

- probability of 

success

- need for 

development

Diver/boat 

availability

Worst case 

failure

- Structure fails 

- Diver dies

Biodiversity 

sampling

Timing:

Is it needed for the 

decommissioning 

programme?

- What decisions 

does it support?

Work undertaken 

to generally 

accepted 

standards

[legislative 

requirements]

Special effects

Follow precedent:

Nuclear model

Biological risk 

assessment
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Developing Cell Sampling Criteria: Red Group, Aberdeen (continued) 
 
Discussion 

 

• Methodology: 

o Needs a back-up in case original intended sample doesn’t work. 

o Move to other methods e.g. move from core sample to slurry sample. 

o Need risk benefit analysis to move to next best options. 

� Note: retain all samples gained – all can potentially have use. 

o Use engagement to determine this, including [with] Heath & Safety Executive. 

o Scenario planning therefore would be useful.   

 

o Keep exploring sampling methodology option – consider the simple and cheap 
as well as the complex and expensive. 

o Consider acoustic sampling. 

o Consider [the] qualitative as well as quantitative – get as much information as 

you can. 

o Draw on information from previous projects.   

o External monitoring and sampling – seabed, drill cuttings can support any 
internal cell analysis. 

 

• Feasibility, ‘Do-ability’: 

o Timing: for example waiting while technical options are refined.   

o Baseline information still needs to be gathered and planning still needs to be 
undertaken now. 
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6.4 Developing Cell Sampling Criteria: Blue Group, London 

Social

- Media relations
Transparency

Social impact:

- Too early to say?

Social

- Public opinion

Level of                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

consultation

Social acceptance

- Level of scientific 

credibility.

Sample

Justification to 

sample.

Cost of not 

sampling.

Economic:

Costs at present 

relatively small but 

cutting hole most 

expensive.

Capital cost

Environmental 

impact

Environmental:

- Leakage from 

holed tank

Method

- Loss of 

containment

Net environmental 

benefit. Value of 

information 

gained.

Safety

Maximise sampling 

opportunity:

- 'More info' per 

'unit of danger'.

Probability of 

success.

Environmental

Fully characterise:

- Persistence

- Bioaccum

- Toxicity

Key components.

Environmental

Sampling:

- Statistically robust

Case by case.

Underwater 

engineering 

technology.

Ability to learn from 

the process (more 

Brents to come).

Technical

Fibre optic PIG 

technology.

Diver safety.

Contextual/statistical

Diver work needs to 

be put in context of 

how much diving 

done regularly at 

Brent for Shell, North 

sea for Shell.

Stats/margin.

Technology

Minimise diving.

Yes obviously 

mitigate/ 

alternatives.

Learning

Learn from previous 

experiences.
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Developing Cell Sampling Criteria: Blue Group, London (continued) 
 
Sense of Importance 

 

• Importance of technological development. 

o Needs to be tempered by timescale of its development – there’s a balance to 

be struck. 

o Are we already at cutting edge of technology possible? 

o Sustain the operational achievements of Shell into decommissioning. 

o Technology is important – it if helps us to improve safety or reduce risk, 

environmental impact. 

o Like nuclear industry, oil and gas industry also needs to develop technology. 
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6.5 Developing Cell Sampling Criteria: Red Group, London 

 

Risk to other 

decommissioning 

activities

Costs in relation to 

PR and profits of 

Shell.

- Transparency

Cost and cost 

effectiveness

Cost in relation 

to value of 

information.

Impact on existing 

operations

- Unscheduled 

downtime

Impact on other 

sea 

users

Risk to support 

staff

Risk to people 

involved in 

sampling

Exposure to 

harmful 

chemicals/ divers 

hours

Likelihood of 

success.

Schedule

Feasibility

- Asset availability

- i.e. the kit to do 

the job

Aerial positioning Access to 

resources.

Risk to 

environment

- Doing the 

activity of 

sampling

Seafloor

Fish

Carbon footprint

Risk to 

environment 

of the legacy

Risk to 

integrity of 

structure

Sample quality

Credibility

Transparency 

of whole process

Replicability 

- i.e. data 

analysed by 

different 

scientists same 

answers

Sample size 

- Big 

enough sample 

with which to do 

analysis

Utility 

- Getting 

information you 

need.

Relevance of 

data.

Target sampling 

to 

answer 

questions to 

decisions you 

need to make.

Sampling seen as 

independent and 

transparency 

corroborated/

reviewed

- Legacy from Spar

Reliability of data 

captured/ confidence

Representivity
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Developing Cell Sampling Criteria: Red Group, London (continued) 

 

Sense of Importance 

 

• People safety has to be the priority. 

o Not saying ‘no risk’ –  

o The risks have to be managed. 

o As low as reasonably practical. 

• Integrity of structure important because of risk to other decommissioning activities 

and environment. 

• Studies Ekofisk – how may collapse and cover materials. 

• Question: can you segregate one cell to sample. 

• Environment important, but in terms of sampling the risk is low. 

• May hot tap affect ability for Gravity Base Structure (GBS) re-float. 

• Sample quality – what is most up for criticism. 

o The material/content itself. 

o Who does the analysis 

o E.g. three accredited analysis labs - so that reliability is describable. 

o Recognise risk and manage it. 

• Is there anything to assure independence. 

o Norwegian guidelines – quality assurance. 

• Keep a “B” sample – so can come back and test if need to later. 

• Blind samples. 

• There are guidelines for transporting samples. 

• You only measure what you are looking for – how do you make if comprehensive. 

o Large international lab screening programmes – enable you to home in on key 

heavy metals for example 

o Drill cuttings. 

o Develop menu of materials – include flame retardants; radionuclides. 

• As well as testing for things you expect, test for what you think won’t be there – 

additional assurance. 

• Interpretation of the data/analysis – good practice to put into accessible language. 

o E.g. background levels/permitted discharge levels. 
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At the conclusion of the group work on cell sampling criteria, a report-back 

was made to all meeting participants by a rapporteur from each group.  The 
key points identified were recorded and are transcribed below. 

 
 

6.6 Plenary Feedback on Criteria for Cell Sampling, Aberdeen 
 

• Practicalities of sampling i.e. volume, depth of samples, statistical analysis 

(consistency on data returned). 

o Top criteria equates to no deaths. 

• Stakeholder considerations. 

o Transparent sampling and analysis methods. 

• Maintaining integrity of structure. 

• Context of baseline marine environmental data. 

• Methodology 

o Need back-up plan in case 1st method fails. 

o Risk benefit analysis so can move to next best method in transparent way.  

o Scenario planning very useful. 

� Should involve stakeholders in decision-making around contingency 

planning. 

o Continually exploring different methodology options. 

o Consider qualitative and quantitative data and data from other industries e.g. 

nuclear. 

• Feasibility and do-ability 

o Timing, for example of gathering of baseline data. 

• Environment, human safety, technical, practicability, economic. 

o Reputation for Shell is essential determinant of balance of these key criteria. 

o Would need to be able to persuade someone not involved that option chosen 

was the best one. 

• Human safety most important. 

o Any option that presents clear risk to human life is not acceptable. 

 

Comments on Criteria Process 

 
Some comments were made on the experience of the group discussions on 

cell sampling criteria and these are recorded below: 

 

• Transferability of skills and knowledge from other industries, for example statistical 

analysis from contaminated land studies as well as some practical learning, despite 
very different environments. 

• Setting criteria for various scenarios could be a strong process with communication 

and buy-in at the outset. 

• Discussions were valuable in themselves. 
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6.7 Plenary Feedback on Criteria for Cell Sampling, London 

 
• Sample quality, transparency and representative-ness – independent and 

verifiable. 

• Risk to people/environment/feasibility 

• People safety a priority – risks have to be managed as core criteria. 

• Integrity of structure and hot tapping potential affect on re-float ability. 

• Ekofisk examples of modelling the collapse of the Gravity Base Structures (GBS). 

• Sample quality – area most likely to get criticised itself. 

• Variability between samples needs to be discussed. 

• ‘B’ samples. 

• ‘Unknown unknowns’ – analysis has to both look for what is expected and 

unexpected. 

• Make sure interpretation of data is made in an accessible way.   

• Question: Did we anticipate any toxicological assessment?  

o Not discussed but suggested included into screening process. 

• Sampling will be in context of Brent Spar so social acceptability needs to be 

addressed – transparency is also important. 

o Social impact in many ways is still unknown – public do not take notice until 
affected. 

• Best technical choice must also be publicly acceptable. 

• Justification for sampling needs to be demonstrated. 

• Maximising value of sample – getting ‘bang for buck’. 

• Probability of success should be taken account of. 

• Each aspect may have to be weighed-up case by case. 

• Diver safety raised as a criteria. 

o Point also raised that diver safety could be considered in context of overall 

operations. 

• The importance of technology – waiting for its development – though this would 

have to be within timescale constraints, say 3 - 4 years.   
 

7. Next Steps 

 
Malcolm Stephenson of Shell UK Limited then described the anticipated next 
steps for the stakeholder engagement on the Brent decommissioning studies 

project.   

 

7.1 Aberdeen Workshop 
 

• The engagement strategy will be firmed up – a mix of the general and the specifics 

is anticipated: 

o Quarter 2, 2008:  Will be the next stakeholder session – will cover more about 

Gravity Base Structure (GBS) removal. 

o Quarter 4, 2008:  Storage cell sampling update. 

o Quarter 2, 2009:  General update, including drill cuttings and waste 

management chain, plus pipelines. 

• There will be engagement also with stakeholders in Europe and others not able to 

attend workshops. 

• Want to get website up and running – a priority action. 
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• Want this process to be a learning one, so that it can be improved as it progresses 

– The Environment Council is helping with the evaluation of this. 

• Transparency is an issue that’s been raised today. 

o Online stakeholder engagement has been used around Doureay projects. 

o Such electronic engagement could help augment these workshops. 

 

7.2 London Workshop 
 

• Will be an evolving process. 

• Four similar sessions anticipated in next 18 months. 

o This will be accompanied by ongoing engagement, and roadshows to various 
European cities. 

o Shell would like continued commentary from stakeholders through information 

via a dedicated website which will be put in place. 

o The Environment Council will provide ongoing evaluation, so process can 

develop and improve as it moves forward. 
 

 
8. Evaluation 
 

The final activity at each workshop was an evaluation for the wider 

engagement process and of the day’s workshop.  The facilitators requested 

that the participants each complete an evaluation form so that their views 

could inform how the wider engagement process for the project might be 
taken forward.  The questions and responses have been collated and 

transcribed and can be found at appendix 4. 

The attendees were then asked to reflect on their experience of the day’s 
workshop and to share comments on this.  The questions asked by the 

facilitators and the feedback given were recorded and are transcribed below: 

 

8.1 Feedback at Aberdeen Workshop 
 

What was the most useful thing for you about today? 

 

• Excellent workshop: the model, the way it was organised. 

o Hearing about the project and learning about it at this stage has been very 
helpful. 

o Understanding about the process and the potential opportunities going forward 

was very useful. 

• Eye-opening, very stimulating, very practical, great to have sharing of ideas 

among participants, hearing similarities and subtle differences of ideas. 

• If only other companies had this type of stakeholder engagement. 

• The focusing today helped the sessions at this workshop: better than a general 

discussion. 

o This has helped to generate ideas. 
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What of today’s workshop might be improved? 

 

• The building noise outside. 

• The quality of the toffee. 

• The afternoon session was more difficult, felt that some of the content had already 

been covered in the morning session. 

• The information that was sent out beforehand: would have been helpful to have 

more detail – considering it is on technical issues – for example on integrity of 

concrete structures. 

• Useful to have further opportunity to extend discussions today e.g. ideas about 
contingency planning. 

• Memory wall wasn’t used – didn’t really have time for it. 

• Any further suggestions please let The Environment Council know.   

 

 

8.2 Feedback at London Workshop 
 

• Smaller number of people here - but still reasonable range of people. 

• Process ran smoothly. 

• Participants today – are they more representative than the January 2007 event 

attendees? 

o Invitees list available.  All those invited to November events were also invited 

to January. 

• Higher profile NGOs were to be invited – they were - and followed up – other ways 
of engaging them will be looked into if they are unable to attend these events. 

o Ekofisk engagement also had similar experience of NGO input. 

 

9. Close 

 
The workshops were closed with some final remarks from Shell UK Limited. 
 

9.1 Aberdeen 
 

• Thanks to everyone for giving their time today. 

• Impressed by the constructive and pragmatic contributions from participants 

today. 

• Baseline gathering, repeatability, confidence, were all issues that gave food for 

thought. 

• Look forward to seeing everyone at future events. 
 

9.2 London 
 

• Thanks to everyone who attended. 

o These sessions are of high value and give guidance and direction to Shell. 

o There is always new material coming from these events.   
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10. Actions 

 
There were some action points generated during the workshops.  These are 

set out below. 

 

10.1 Aberdeen 
 
Action Who When 

Produce and circulate transcribed report of this 
workshop to attendees. 

The Environment 
Council 

21/12 

Website development. Malcom 

Stephenson,  

Shell UK Ltd 

As soon as 

possible 

Please pass on details of colleagues and other 

relevant contacts to Shell team. 

All Ongoing 

Ensure Shell contact details are included with report 

electronic mailout. 

The Environment 

Council 

21/12 

 

10.2 London 

 

Action Who When 

Report from this meeting in electronic format to 

participants and interested parties. 

The Environment 

Council 

21/12 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Attendees at these workshops will be kept informed about future stakeholder 
engagement sessions on the Brent Decommissioning Studies.  However, if 

you have any specific comments that you would like to make to Shell UK 

Limited on the Studies please contact:   

 
 

Paul Smy:   Paul.Smy@shell.com 

 

 
Malcolm Stephenson: Malcolm.Stephenson@shell.com 
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Appendix 1: Attendees 
 
Aberdeen, 27 November 2007 
 

Name Organisation 

Jan Falconer Aberdeen City Council 

Bill Clark Aberdeenshire Council 

Jim Conroy Celtic Environment 

Keith Mayo Department for Business, Enterprise and Regulatory 

Reform (BERR) 

Nathan Bishop Esso Exploration and Production UK Limited 

Derek Moore Fisheries Research Services Marine Laboratory (SG-MD) 

Grethe Kjeilen-Eilertsen International Research Institute of Stavanger (IRIS) 

Paivi Teivainen-Laedre International Research Institute of Stavanger (IRIS) 

Dave Bevan National Federation of Fishermen’s Organisation 

Bill Murray Offshore Contractors Association (OCA) 

Paul Dymond Oil and Gas UK 

Peter Fraser Royal Institute of Navigation 

Martin Auld Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (RSPB) Scotland 

Fiona Ogilvie Scottish Enterprise Energy Team 

Janice Milne Scottish Environment Protection Agency (SEPA) 

Tom Mallows Sea Mammal Research Unit Ltd 

Simon Axon Shell UK Limited 

Bob Hemmings Shell UK Limited 

Paul Smy Shell UK Limited 

Malcolm Stephenson Shell UK Limited 

Professor Alex Kemp University of Aberdeen 

Richard Neilson University of Aberdeen 

 

 

London, 29 November 2007 

 
Name Organisation 

Mark Kirby CEFAS   
(Centre for Environment, Fisheries & Aquaculture Science) 

Howard Forti Esso Exploration and Production UK Limited 

Roy Boag Heath & Safety Executive 

Matthew Blackburn Heath & Safety Executive 

Vanessa Forbes Heath & Safety Executive 

Craig Bloomer Joint Nature Conservation Committee (JNCC) 

Alan Hughes National Oceanography Centre Southampton 

Torgeir Bakke Norwegian Institute for Water Research (NIVA) 

Trisha O’Reilly Oil & Gas UK 

Einar Lystad OLF Oil Industry Association 

James Redman Plymouth Marine Laboratory 

Michael Sutherland Scottish Fishermen’s Federation 

Paul Smy Shell UK Limited 

Malcolm Stephenson Shell UK Limited 

Fiona Bayne Shell UK Limited 
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Facilitation Team 

 
Name Organisation 

Eva Beresford The Environment Council (Aberdeen) 

Steve Hill The Environment Council (Aberdeen and London) 

Suzannah Lansdell The Environment Council (Aberdeen and London) 

Maeve O’Keeffe The Environment Council (Aberdeen) 

Erica Sutton The Environment Council (Aberdeen and London) 
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Appendix 2: Pre-Workshop Background Information 
 

Brent Decommissioning Studies Dialogue Events – November 2007 
 

Background Information - Gravity Based Structure (GBS) Storage Cells 

 
The purpose of this short note is to provide you with some background information to prepare you for 
the discussion on the day of the event. 
 

The eventual decommissioning of the Brent and Penguins oil and gas production facilities is likely to be 
one of the largest decommissioning projects in the North Sea. The size and complexity of the facilities, 
coupled with the need to protect other local infrastructure operations, requires a lot of preparation, and 
the execution of the project will span many years.  
 
At meetings held with stakeholders earlier in 2007, Shell were requested to focus future meetings on 
specific topics.  In this first topic-focused engagement we will discuss the challenges of managing the 
oil storage cells at the bottom of the concrete substructures (Gravity Base Structures). (See figure 1). 
 
Our main objectives will be to update you on the work that has been carried out so far  in relation to 
the GBS storage cells, and to understand the criteria you consider important for sampling the contents, 
and their remediation. 
 
These cells are some 50 metres high by 18 metres in diameter, and they are 140 metres under water. 
They have been used for oil storage and oil/water separation. Irrespective of solutions for the 
substructures themselves, it is important to understand what needs to be done with the storage cells' 
contents. (See figure 2). In principle we know a fair amount. We know about the oil we export. We 
know about the produced water, which is discharged to sea after cleaning. But less is known about what 
may have settled at the bottom of the cells. 
 
We have reviewed the experience of other operators and begun a number of studies to look at what 
options exist. These range from natural remediation, to treatment of some kind, to full removal. In 
order to properly evaluate these options, a better understanding of the cell content is required. It is not 
easy to get samples of components of the cell contents. From the platform, the only means of access is 
via complex small-bore pipework, some 100 metres in length. We are therefore also developing a 
proposal to cut a hole into one of the cells from outside using diving technology. Both these routes 
have their challenges, including risks for the people who would carry out the work. 
 
We have a number of issues we would like to share and discuss with you regarding, for example, the 
number of samples to be taken, the challenges of the sampling operation, and the reasons why we need 
to sample. 
 
As a result of the Aberdeen and London events, feedback will be provided to all participants.  
 
Your opinions on the matter will be welcome and your feedback will be considered in our further 
studies. 
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Brent Decommissioning Studies Dialogue Events – November 2007 
 

Background Information - Gravity Based Structure (GBS) Storage Cells 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2: A schematic representation of the contents of a typical GBS storage cell. 
 

 

 

Oil 

Interface material 

Water 

Bottom sediment 

Oil in and 
outlet 

This material is highly viscous/solid 

Residual material remaining after 
removal of mobile fluids 

Ballast water in and 
outlet 
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Appendix 3: Shell Presentation 
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Shell Exploration & Production

Brent facilities decommissioning studies

1st focused topic stakeholder engagement: 

Gravity Base Structure (GBS) Storage Cells

Aberdeen 27th Nov 2007
London 29th Nov 2007

Shell is the operator of the Brent Field for and on behalf of  Shell U.K. 

Limited and Esso Exploration and Production UK Limited
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The companies in which Royal Dutch Shell plc directly or indirectly owns investments are separate entities. 

In this presentation the expressions "Shell", "Group" and "Shell Group" are sometimes used for 

convenience where references are made to Group companies in general. Likewise the words "we", "us" 

and "our" are also used to refer to Group companies in general or those who work for them. The 

expressions are also used where there is no purpose in identifying specific companies.

The information contained in this presentation contains forward-looking statements, that are subject to risk 

factors which may affect the outcome of the matters covered. None of Shell International B.V., any other 

Shell company and their respective officers, employees and agents represents the accuracy or 

completeness of the information set forth in this presentation and none of the foregoing shall be liable for 

any loss, cost, expense or damage (whether arising from negligence or otherwise) relating to the use of 

such information. 

All copyright and other (intellectual property) rights in all text, images and other information contained in 

this presentation are the property of Shell International B.V. or other Shell companies. Permission should 

be sought from Shell International B.V. before any part of this presentation is reproduced, stored or 

transmitted by any means.

Disclaimer
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Introduction
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Safety and arrangements for today

• Fire Alarms

• Emergency Exits

• Toilets

• Lunch
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Objectives for today

• To share information on the work done to date on dealing with the Gravity 
Base Structure (GBS) storage cells.

• Listen to your feedback on where we have got to today so far, and on our 
plans for the next phase – with a focus on the GBS cells.

• We also want to understand and record any thoughts or concerns you 
have about the overall project.
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NOT the objectives for today

Today, we will not be seeking to select options.

Assess Assess 

feasibilityfeasibility
Select the Select the 

conceptconcept

Define the Define the 

concept as concept as 

a projecta project

Execute Execute 

the projectthe project

We are assessing the 

feasible options.
LATER we will select 

the best option.
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Agenda for today

• Recap Shell’s project principles and the scope and status of the project.

• Presentation and Q&A on GBS Cells.

• Round tables – cells sampling needs and expectations.  The high level questions.

• Lunch.

• Feedback from the high level discussion.

• A brief word on comparative assessment.

• Round tables – more detail on GBS sampling.

• Feedback.

• Next steps.

• Evaluation.

• CLOSE at 1600.
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Recap the principles and scope of the project
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Recap principles of the project

• Execute with full regulatory compliance. 

• Cause no harm to people. 

• Take full account of environmental risks and consequences and strive to ensure 
no unacceptable or unplanned environmental impacts are caused. 

• Compliance with Shell’s principles of sustainable development. 

• Promote best industry practice and deliver new technology and standards where 
practicable. 

• Adopt the waste hierachy to maximise re-use and recycling opportunities for the 
facilities. 

• Brent decommissioning will deliver maximum cost efficiency and value for partners 
and stakeholders, including government.
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Where is the Brent Field?
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~160 wells
4 topsides
1 steel jacket
3 GBS
~36 pipelines
2 subsea locations
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Key learnings:

• Stakeholders are interested in the future of the project.

• Shell should focus future events on specific, substantive issues relating to the 
project.

• Future events should provide stakeholders with a real opportunity to make a 
contribution to the project team’s thinking.

There was a lot of valuable feedback on the engagement 

process at the Jan/Feb ‘07 events
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The engagement process will evolve.  Currently we are 

planning as follows:
Q4

2007

Q1

2008

Q2

2008

Q3

2008

Q4

2008

Q1

2009

Q2

2009

General project 
update + drill 
cuttings, waste 
and pipelines

GBS storage cell 
remediation and 
sampling update

General project 
update + focus 
on GBS removal

GBS storage cell 
sampling

Nov

Other forms of engagement will be taking place between formal workshops.
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Reputation

TECHNICAL

Feasibility

Complexity

SOCIAL

Sea Users

Community

ECONOMIC

Cost/Benefit

Uncertainty

SAFETY

Risk 

Assessment

Implement-

ation

ENVIRON-

-MENTAL

Air

Sea

Land

Reputation

Our key deliverable:

Comparative Assessment
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Gravity Base Structure (GBS) Storage Cells
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Options to manage GBS storage cells require an understanding 

of their contents

Oil

Interface material

Water

Bottom 

Sediment

Oil in and 

outlet

Ballast water 

in and outlet

Residual material remaining after 

removal of liquids of different 

viscosities

This material is highly 

viscous/solid
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Other operators have addressed GBS decommissioning for a 

variety of designs. What can we learn ?
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Ekofisk GBS cell remediation is still ongoing.

Access on Brent is even more difficult that access on Ekofisk.

•9 storage cells

•Internal height 64m

•Volume 1,000,000 bbls (160,000 m3)

•Dry access to cell tops via 14m x 720mm OD pipe

•Cells interconnected by numerous 80 x 80cm holes

•1992 first samples extracted & echo mapping

•1998/99 new access holes drilled 

•‘Small drilling rig’ used to extract core samples

•Wide variation in sediment thickness

•Ongoing design of sampling tools
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Frigg – looks like Brent but didn’t use storage cells, therefore 

there was no requirement for sampling

TP1 - Treatment & Compression Platform 1

2 leg Sea-Tank Structure

Oil & Gas Treatment Facility – 23 cells, 2 legs

Cells never used for crude oil storage

Water depth @ 104m

TCP2 - Treatment Platform 1

3 leg Condeep Structure

Riser Platform - 16 cells, 3 legs

Cells never used for crude oil storage

Water depth @ 104m
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Brent’s GBS storage cells pose additional challenges..
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Brent Delta – GBS storage cells are used for oil and water 

separation

Crude oil lines

Storage water

drawdown

pipework

Storage water

discharge line

Cell pressure 

maintained via 

water

header tank

142m

60m
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GBS storage cell contents can be inferred from existing 

operations. Bottom sediments are least understood as they are 

immobile.
Oil

–Stabilised, dry, export quality as sent to Sullom Voe.

–Removed via process but may be some trapped in structure of 
dome tops (attic oil).

Emulsion

–Oil in water mixture, separates over time.

–Possible stable emulsions ?

–Removed via process but may be some trapped in structure of 
dome tops.

Water

–Mixture of produced water and sea water

– <20ppm oil in water, meets requirements for disposal to sea, as
per normal operations

Sediment & Debris

–Solid and semi solid deposits accumulated over time, including 
original construction debris.

–May include waxes

Oil

Interface material

Water

Bottom 

Sediment
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Understanding the need for cell sampling requires us to 

understand how the information will be used
• Environmental Impact Assessments

• Input to GBS removal options

– Weight, distribution and stability may impact on refloat options

– Potential for unplanned release during removal and impact on the marine environment.

– Impact on onshore disposal options; as with all operations we will consider personnel 
safety and environmental consequences – where does it go ?

• Input to cell remediation options

– Design of remediation options

– Effectiveness of remediation

– Access requirements

• What determines adequate sample information ?

– Are the issues sensitive to what we don’t know ?

– How many samples is sufficient ?

– What level of detail ?
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GBS storage cell remediation is challenging and requires 

understanding of the options...
We have consulted a range of industry consultants to advise on our options and the 
issues to be addressed.

– Aker Kværner & Biotek AS (AKET & AKOPL) – Ekofisk experience

– Innovia Technology Ltd

– Aquateam AS

Feedback

•Generic review of potential remediation technologies, incl:Water & waste water 
treatment technologies, soil remediation, Ekofisk experience

•Generic review of potential remediation options, incl: Leave, seal, breakdown, 
remove, with object, with fluid

•Feasibility of creating a physical contamination model to address;

– Potential status and nature of cell contents incl. physical, chemical, biological aspects

– Viability of remediation options

– Long term expectations for controlling cell environment

– Guidence for sampling of cell contents
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A range of GBS storage cell remediation methods may be 

considered. All have implications to be assessed.

Has understood not to have been used 
at this depths before, Risk for mobilising 
contamination during remediation 
(unknown reactions), Difficult to combine 
with removal of GBS

May immobilise contamination in 
relatively short times, Limited use of 
resources and generation of secondary 
pollution

In-situ Enhanced Bioremediation

Introducing bacteria or other catalyst to 
assist natural degradation

Difficulties in achieving total area 
coverage of sediment surfaces need 
mapping of capping result, Unknown 
long time stability of cap , Difficult to 
combine with removal of GBS

Possibilities for immobilisation of 
contaminants by absorption to capping 
material, Low uses of resources and 
environmental impact of remediation 

Apply a capping agent  

e.g. activated carbon

Monitoring possible impact to the 
environment over a long period, Difficult 
to combine with removal of GBS 

Low risk of mobilising contamination 
during and after remediation, Negligible 
use of resources and minimum 
contamination 

Monitored natural attenuation

e.g. – do nothing

Moves the problem elsewhere, 
Additional chemicals to deal with, May 
not remove inorganic compounds, High 
use of resources (energy)

Empties cells of original contaminants.Introducing flushing agent or solvent

e.g. surfactant (washing-up liquid)

Difficult access, High use of resources 
(energy), Moves the problem elsewhere

Empties cells of all contaminantsFull removal of sediment via dredging, 
suction dredging

Others ?

ConsPros Methodology
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Additional work is ongoing…

• Access, sampling & mapping

– Feasibility of sampling & mapping cells

– Investigate how we can optimise cell sampling by using statistical modelling

• Remediation

– Further identification of remediation technologies (Innovia)

– Feasibility investigation into physical contamination model (Aquateam)

– Further detailed engineering of identified remediation options 

– Estimation of sediment volumes

• Environmental Options Review

• Environmental Sensitivity Analysis of remediation options (Royal Haskoning)
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Practical Challenges of Sampling
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Using a pipeline tool (PIG) via existing pipework
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Cutting a hole into a cell underwater 

Note the cells are 

maintained below 

external pressure to 
keep concrete in 

compression due to 

hot oil and water.
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Compare access for both options...

Internal Pipework

• Requires development of a tool that can be 
deployed through 50m-100m of 10 inch 
pipework and multiple tight bends.

• Development of a PIG type tool ongoing.

• Utility shaft is a hazardous environment

– Internal pipework has integrity problems, 
currently being addressed via ongoing 
Upgrade Project.

– Gas hazards

– Difficulty of escape

– Visibility

• Estimated low probability of success.

External Hot Tap

• Requires development of a tool that

– can be deployed underwater.

– Recover multiple samples

• Development ongoing with Subsea 7

• Deep water is a hazardous environment

– Use Remote Underwater Vehicles 
(ROV) where possible.

– Pressure difference between water 
and cell content

– Risk of flooding leg shaft

– Debris on cell tops

• Estimated medium probability of success.

Risk assessment will identify potential risk to people and the environment
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Round tables
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There are a number of key questions we would like our 

stakeholders to address in round tables.

• Why do we need to sample ?

• What are the challenges to be addressed ?

• What does success look like ?

• How does the information get used ?

• How many samples are appropriate ?

ANY OTHERS?
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Round tables
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Comparative assessment
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Reputation

TECHNICAL

Feasibility

Complexity

SOCIAL

Sea Users

Community

ECONOMIC

Cost/Benefit

Uncertainty

SAFETY

Risk 

Assessment

Implement-

ation

ENVIRON-

-MENTAL

Air

Sea

Land

Reputation
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Evaluation and follow-up
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Evaluation questions
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What happens next?

• Feedback report will be provided to all participants

• Your continued feedback is welcome

• We proceed with our studies taking into account this 
feedback

• Look out for the details of the next engagement

THANKS FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION
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Appendix 4: Evaluation 
 

Shell 27th & 29th November workshops  
Evaluation 

 

 

• The following section comprises the compiled responses to an evaluation form 

completed by participants at the end of the meetings.  

 

• 26 evaluation sheets were returned in total. 

 
 
Expectations 

 
2a.  Has the stakeholder engagement process carried out by Shell from 

January of this year until today met your expectations? 

 
 

Engagement process met expectations

0

1
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3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

Not at all----------------------------------------------Fully

N
u
m
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s
e
s

 
 
 

Please detail why you have given this score 

 

� This was my first involvement in the process 

� This is the first engagement I have been involved in, therefore cannot 

answer the question in full truthfulness 

� Didn’t attend in January 

� Open, generally good range of stakeholders, comprehensive 
facilitation 

� Provided invaluable information, willingness to share information 
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� This was my first involvement 

� I didn't really have any expectations 

� Cannot evaluate since this is my first meeting 

� Focused engagement.  Appear to take on board stakeholder concerns 

� Expositions were very informative and open 

� Expected more information but then appreciate that work to be done 
before further consultation is done 

� Excellent communication/engagement with stakeholders 

� Frequency about right 

� Interim details were sparse (i.e. website not up) 

� Raised many questions - answers needed 

� Didn’t complete all aspects 

� Not at January session 

� This is the first meeting of the stakeholder grouping I have attended 

and while today was successful I cannot comment on the process 

from January 

� Was not involved prior to today 

� I had no previous expectation 

� Unsure what to expect but impressed with detail presented and 

discussion 

� I do not really have reference to compare 

� Have not been involved previously 
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2b.  Did today’s workshop meet your expectations of Shell’s engagement 

with stakeholders? 
 

 

Today's workshop
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1 2 3 4 5 N/A

Not at all----------------------------------------------Fully
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Please detail why you have given this score 

 

� The process was open and encouraged all views to be expressed and 

recorded 

� It was open and honest and gave participants a full opportunity to 

express their views in a non-confrontational and nurturing 
environment 

� Many options described 

� Open, generally good range of stakeholders, comprehensive 
facilitation 

� Determination to engage, group activities 

� I had expected a stronger NGO participation 

� OK - currently no firm commitments to do any type of sampling so 

far, but so far good stakeholder consultation 

� Shell was an open and transparent as could reasonably be expected 

� We focused in on a specific area of importance but there was much 
information that could have been provided to inform the group and 

the pace was quite slow (but that may be just me) 

� Length ok, but half-day morning or afternoon would be better 

� Raised further questions without answers 

� Very impressive example of consultation 
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� It exceeded my expectation.  Usually these things are dry, but this 

was pitched at the right level 

� Engagement was good 

� I had no previous expectation 

� Unsure what to expect but impressed with detail presented and 

discussion 

� Open and well framed discussions- discussion on criteria slightly 

unclear on expectations 

� I do not have reference to compare 
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2c.  How confident are you that your input will influence Shell’s work on 

sampling storage cells? 
 

 

Your input
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Not at all-------------------------------------very confident
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Please detail why you have given this score 

 

� With all large organisations there are managerial and political 
decisions made which may not agree with suggestions made.  It is 

difficult to be confident but the process has been positive 

� I came at this topic from a communications/reputational standpoint 

and believe Shell shares the same values 

� Think Shell are listening but there are a variety of opinions 

� Shell are fully aware of the options but listened to comments 

� Workshops allow only limited opportunity to engage.  Face-to-face 

would provide more confidence 

� There were many business aspects outside groups control 

� Feel confident that all inputs will be considered; some may not 
actually influence though.  There is a need to verify 

� Not considered since my input will be through the IRG 

� Currently no verified EMS 

� All points made were listened to carefully 

� We were very non-technical and that will determine what can be 

done.  However, it will identify expectations which will affect the level 

to which things worked 
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� Unclear of forward communications process 

� Shell must be spending much more time considering issues 

� Provided little input! 

� Many issues to be resolved 

� Hopefully it will, as I tried to be pragmatic and practical 

� I had expected that Shell may have progressed further with the 
evaluation of the sampling options but observations only and no 

criticism 

� Depends on what Shell sees as being of value 

� Technical solutions are being sought.  Cost will be a factor 

� Openness of facilitators and Shell staff 

� Environmental aspects must be considered 

� I feel my input was in line with many others, and that it was well 
received 
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2d.  How confident are you that your input will influence Shell’s work on 

decommissioning generally? 
 

 

Your input
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Please detail why you have given this score 

 

� With all large organisations there are managerial and political 

decisions made which may not agree with suggestions made.  It is 

difficult to be confident but the process has been positive, but the 

intention is very good 

� I came at this topic from a communications/reputational standpoint 

and believe Shell shares the same values 

� Think Shell are listening but there are a variety of opinions 

� Politics and economics may have a larger influence 

� Workshops allow only limited opportunity to engage.  Face-to-face 

would provide more confidence 

� There were many business aspects outside groups control 

� I suspect that there is already a strong move towards derogation 

� Not considered since my input will be through the IRG 

� Too early to say at the moment 

� Shell was attentive to all points made 

� It is vital and, after Brent Spar, Shell know this all too well! 

� Don't value my input 
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� Waiting to see the results! 

� Future discussions with BERR will be subject to FRS (SG-MD) scrutiny 

and comment 

� Complicated process 

� Hopefully it will, as I tried to be pragmatic and practical 

� I believe Shell recognise the importance of stakeholder engagement 

and want to get it right 

� Depends on what Shell sees as being of value 

� Technical solutions are being sought.  Cost will be a factor 

� Openness of facilitators and Shell staff 

� Environmental aspects must be considered 
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Definition of best practice 

 
3a. What do you think are the hallmarks of good or best practice in engaging 

stakeholders in this kind of project?  
 

 

� Transparency 

� Openness, consideration of wide range of stakeholders' interest.  

Established framework for putting forward and recording views 
keeping stakeholders informed and involved 

� Honest and transparent and reporting of views expressed in meetings 

� Willingness to engage, openness, but ensure you are listening and not 
wishing to confirm your own pre-held objectives 

� Open discussion 

� Feedback that properly reflects the opinions.  That the 

recommendations translate into actions.  A balanced debate 

� Trust, transparency, willingness 

� Wide range of all potential stakeholders.  Non-attributable comments 
so honest/open.  Good feedback.  Accurate representation of 

discussions 

� Transparency, openness, listening to all opinions 

� Presentation of good information of the decommissioning process and 

not holding back problems, obstacles and challenges.  This was well 
done today! 

� Openness with where Shell see themselves going.  No point 
discussing options viable.  More of an indication of Shell's plans 

� Frankness, transparency, willingness to discuss problems were all 
exhibited 

� Showing what was said and how this fed through to 
decisions/assessments 

� Communication, transparency 

� Offering information and opportunities to influence decision-making 

� Transparency and openness on all sides 

� Open dialogue - case by case approach 

� You are setting the standard 

� Pitching the process to the right level.  Coming with no 
preconceptions 

� Involvement, discussions, transparency, expertise and feedback 

� Demonstrating stakeholders' influence 

� Good range of stakeholder represented.  Good facilitation 

� Open and transparent process 

� Don't know 
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3b. Are there any other standards of engagement (both in this industry and 

beyond) which may provide useful benchmarks to measure against? 
 

 

� Government committee open to the public 

� Possibly nuclear 

� Not known 

� None that I am aware of  

� Combination of regular open meeting and website seems the most 

useful 

� BP has engaged on consultation exercise on decommissioning North 
West Hutton platform 

� Oil and gas UK stakeholder guidelines (partly written by Shell people).  
Also I would like to see feedback for the Brent process to improve this 

� Periodic newsletters have proven useful in a number of offshore 
(nearshore) projects and perhaps should be considered in addition to 

the website 

� Community consultations on development e.g. planning for real 

� NZ Ministry of Health.  Community engagement 

� Nuclear decommissioning problems may be useful to consider 

� Yes smaller more focused/specialise stakeholder groups to refine 
issues 

� Don't know 
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4. General comments 

 
 

� The decision to focus in on a specific issue for today's meeting was 

very good as it enabled a depth of debate which more broadly-based 

discussions sometimes miss 

� Good day, good spirit, innovative and open 

� Many would appreciate an opportunity to engage with Shell external 

to the workshops - how do we do that? 

� A most useful event 

� Room a bit cold? 

� It's a shame that there aren't any conservation based NGOs here 
(WWF, FoE etc) 

� Good meeting and very good facilitators 

� Seemed to capture all points and open discussion.  Lots of 

opportunity for debate 

� Excellent workshop 

� Perhaps more pre-read on the issues to be discussed would help.  
Today's event became more successful than January because of 

focussing 

� Workshop spoilt by building work outside e.g. drilling 

� Extremely practical.  Loved breakout groups 

� Morning session very good, afternoon less so - seemed to be 
repetitive at times 

� Morning session very good and raised good discussion - afternoon 

session was not so well structured and more 'fussy'.  More details of 

workshop available before meeting would have been beneficial 

� Well run.  Excellent facilitation team.  Good presentations from Shell.  

Shell team appears receptive. 

� Important to follow up engagement with stakeholders unable to 

attend workshop 

� I enjoyed the meeting! 

 

 
 

 


